
02. June 2015

Dear colleagues

Unfortunately I cannot attend this Madrid session and therefore I do send 
my best Czech greetings and wishes of successful meeting. Let me 
include few sentences concerning the project of revitalization of our 
EANA web.

You may have noted a contract between the programmer and provider (Mr. Priban, 
david.priban@maincube.net ) has been finally realized. The EANA reappeared in cyberspace again - 
but in the original appearance only, e.g. in the state of year 2012. This is not acceptable and should be
changed. Because I can provide technical assistance only (not administration),  your collaboration 
will be not only appreciated, but strongly needed.

Therefore let me ask you for close cooperation. This is crucial, and will depend on every 
country representative if this project of revitalization and returning information on existence of 
EANA back to the public space is predetermined to success or failure. I believe that we should spread
the information that there exists a professional organization defending the rights of contract doctors 
and free medical practice in Europe. This information should be distributed to physicians who mostly
are not aware of such existence (later - maybe couple of announcements on EANA existence on other
medical webs might be useful). 

Let me summarize first crucial steps:
1. Every country should control and update all data and names of current representatives, 

membership countries and update all relevant contacts. The number of member countries 
should be updated (secretary).

2. The same step is necessary for data on current EANA representation and secretariat with their
contacts

3. If you have in your possession your older country reports, minutes, statements or pictures 
(with description, please), send them kindly to my address and they will be posted 
(julisovi@volny.cz). The presentation of long history of EANA is useful and id would be pity
not to utilize it.

4. These were the easy steps. For functional appearance of pages I suggest that every country 
will provide one contribution of any kind each year. The pages must live and not to be dead 
body. I believe that information from other medical or professional organizations and 
statements to different problems will be very important. 

5. The contributions to be published will concentrate on my email address and I will send them 
to the President (or another person) for approval. The frequency of web renewal is hard to 
estimate now – perhaps once in three month???  Mr. Priban will control the functionality of 
the web and post the contributions regularly. 

6. Naturally, any suggestion on the EANA www appearance, content or organization from 
anyone will be extremely appreciated. Do not let it be on one hands only…

These are the first steps only, please do not let the EANA web die.

Cordially

Ivan Juliš, 
Assoc Outpatient Specialists of Czech rep (SAS CR)
Prague, Czech Republic
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